Neural transplantation is an effective experimental thera-strategy allows a delay in transplantation, thereby permitting host-donor matching while at the same time main-peutic option for neurodegenerative disorders, including Huntington's and Parkinson's disease. The advent of stem taining high cell viability. Furthermore, it is conceivable to transport these "cells in hibernation" to remote clinical cells could potentially enhance logistical concerns and circumvent ethical concerns on the use of fetal tissues centers, thus allowing large-scale clinical trials based on single cell source. Accordingly, a more meaningful evalu-for transplantation. For example, the feasibility of bone marrow or hematopoetic stem cells has been recently ation of clinical results can be undertaken with tissue collection and hibernation as controlled variables. investigated. However, controversy exists on the ability of these stem cells to transdifferentiate into neurons fol-Finally, in this issue Watts and colleagues (7) have introduced a safe and effective MRI protocol for graft lowing transplantation (1,2, 4, 6). With this current debate on the potential of bone marrow and hematopoetic cells assessment. In these experiments fetal striatal cells were implanted into an atrophied caudate and putamen in four as a source for progenitor cells (i.e., neurons), fetal tissues remain the best option for neural transplantation.
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patients with Huntington's disease. Such noninvasive imaging analysis allows long-term examinations of spa-Successful neural transplant depends on the quality of donor tissue, specifically, that appropriate tissue sites tial and temporal dynamics of transplanted cells, and should further provide guidance on how to exploit the have been isolated and their viability assured. With several ongoing clinical trials, a possibility for variability clinical application of MRI in the field of neural transplantation. in reported results and data interpretation exists. In this issue of Cell Transplantation, Rosser and colleagues (5) Adoption of such standardized tissue collection and hibernation practices will result in high reproducibility propose a standardization of tissue collection based on an elaborate staging and dissection procedures. Embry-in multicenter trials. The use of MRI allows a noninvasive means for visualizing transplanted cells. The clini-onic fetal embryos are appropriately staged. A sensitive abdominal ultrasound approach allows identification of cal application of these procedures advances neural transplantation therapy for Huntington's disease. specific tissue sites, which are collected using a low suction protocol.
Also in this issue, Hurelbrink and colleagues (3) de-REFERENCES scribe the use of a hibernation medium to enhance pres- 
